A Year of Discipleship & Transformation
We conclude another year of ministry with an overwhelming sense of gratitude for the Lord’s good work in the lives of
Purdue students. We are joyful witnesses to His movement of deeper discipleship and whole-life transformation!

Spring Break 2018
Nearly 80 students and staff traveled to
Tennessee for the annual trip. Read more inside.

Summer Teaching Series
Follow along with our teaching series at
pcch.org/sunday-teaching.

WHERE WE ARE:

$279,824
WHERE WE
SHOULD BE:

$363,149
TOTAL GOAL FOR
2018:

$1,089,446

One Senior’s Reflections
Read about a graduating senior’s journey from
self-protection to hope in Christ

Financial
Update
// June 2018 //

Dave Shockey
Director of Mobilization

A Response to
God’s Abundance
When we worship or pray, we unify our hearts, our
minds, and our bodies. Worship and prayer are wholebody, tangible, unified expressions of our faith in
Jesus. One goal we had for this past school year was
to mobilize a culture of prayer and worship at Campus
House. Prayer and worship have always been important
to the ministry, but we desired to see our students
increasingly lean into these practices individually and
corporately. Prayer Council and Worship Council were
instrumental in pursuing this vision.
Jeff Wojcicki led Prayer Council this year. Jeff has
an amazing ability to create a community of love
where people can authentically encounter Jesus
and grow in their identities as God’s children. Prayer
Council helped our students grow in relationship with
the Lord while undergirding our whole ministry in
prayer. Ralph McCoy, our Worship Pastor, led Worship
Council. Because Ralph is not only a gifted musician,
but also a teacher and pastor, he led students weekly
through spiritual formation, discipleship, and creative
activation. The Worship Council became a community
of worship.

An Invitation to Hope

Kaitlin Bryant
Senior- Nutrition, Fitness,
and Health

College has been a
significant
time
of
transformation in my life.
God has used my time
at Purdue to not only
learn new information in
my classrooms, but also
to learn more about Him
through Scripture, really
hard questions and pain,
and the support and love
of community.

I began college as a new Christian, hidden behind
walls of shame and deeply rooted pain that I didn’t
even know existed, but God began to break them
down layer by layer through love and grace. But the
uncovering of walls meant exposure to the reason
they were constructed in the first place, and that is
extremely painful and terrifying. However, God has
begun to show me how to trust Him with my heart
and hope in His victory on the Cross. He has been
uprooting my self-protective methods of hiding in
shame and brokenness so that He can grow joy and
freedom in Him.

The fruit of these two councils spilled out into our
broader body in many ways, but one specific example
was through our monthly worship nights. We saw an
increasing number of students worshipping together,
reaching a crescendo the last Friday of the semester
with hundreds of students packing the big room and
31 baptisms taking place over Thursday and Friday.
This culture of prayer and worship has led to a
blossoming of faith and devotion to Jesus at Campus
House. This semester, I personally witnessed more
decisions for Jesus, spiritual awakenings, baptisms,
and answered prayers for physical and emotional
healing than in my previous nine semesters. I can only
attribute it to the power, love and glory of Jesus!

Recapturing
the Wonder
Jeff Wojcicki
Campus Minister
With any weeklong spiritual trip, there can be a
temptation to seek to create a powerful experience
for participants through music, drama, or specific
questions and conversation. It’s not that we weren’t
hoping for a powerful Spring Break trip – but, more
importantly, we were hoping to create a week of
teaching, discipleship and care that made an impact
lasting long after this one week. Our hope was for this
one week to be a pivot in enduring rhythms with the
Lord that would ultimately lead to true and lasting life
change and deep relationship with Him.
Our environmental backdrop for the week was the
Smoky Mountains of Tennessee, and our teaching
backdrop for the week was the book Recapturing
the Wonder: Transcendent Faith in a Disenchanted
World by Mike Cosper, which offered a framework
for teaching on spiritual practices. This year, once
again, the weather in the Smoky Mountains did not
support a week full of outdoor adventure. Rather, the
cold and rainy weather supported a week of stillness,
rest, community, and celebration. Some students richly
encountered the Lord in the void of the noise of classes
and activities, and some students richly encountered
loving relationship, maybe for the first time, within the
body of Christ.

Through my own pain and suffering, God has cultivated
a heart of compassion that reflects His for the broken
stories of others. Therefore, I am answering His call
and moving to Seattle to attend the Seattle School of
Theology and Psychology in the fall. My hope is to
embody 2 Corinthians 1:4, “to comfort those in trouble
with the comfort we ourselves receive from God,” and
to share the hope that Jesus has given me through
navigating and understanding personal stories.

For staff, these trips give us a helpful glimpse at a
cross-section of our church. Oftentimes, we work
most closely with student leaders. During this one
week, staff members lead small groups much like our
Community Group leaders facilitate throughout the
year. It is incredibly helpful for us to see and experience
what our leaders do on a weekly basis.
Because we focus on transformation for the long
haul, we hope that the fruit of our week in the Smoky
Mountains will surface gradually over the next few
years as students are shaped and formed by the Lord.
However, we believe that He did powerfully impact
many students over the course of the week, including
one student who has long desired a deep relationship
with our loving Father. We have already seen the
transformation in his life and the fruit of the Spirit in his
relationship with those around him. Praise be to God! I
pray, hope, and trust that this is just one story of many
that we will hear over the months and years to come.

Here’s a caveat – numbers can
be idolatrous. Often the phrase,
“Numbers aren’t everything”
is steeped in worry and selfprotection, muttered in frustration
at the sparseness of people or
resources. Those of us in ministry
have a tendency to attach
fruitfulness, or even our identity,
to numerical data, which isn’t so
Lead Pastor
helpful or healthy. In our fivedecade history, the numbers have been a virtual roller-coaster
ride. There have been days when we’ve been “packed to the
gills, overflowing into the hallways,” as well as discouraging
moments of asking, “Where in the world are they?” – often
within the same month!

Rob Schrumpf

Numbers aren’t everything. But they’re something.
The last weekend of the semester was one of the most
humbling and worship-inducing experiences I’ve had in 30
years of ministry. We had dinner for our student volunteers
and leaders, incredible young men and women who have
sacrificially served and led throughout the year with prayer,
grace, and hospitality. Thirty-one students were baptized into
Christ and shared their stories of His transforming work. Then,
more than 300 students gathered in our big room late on the

Friday night before final exams to celebrate and worship Jesus.
On Sunday, we commissioned another round of graduates
who have been equipped in the Gospel and desire to live for
Christ and His Kingdom. A dozen or so shared their stories at
our three services, bearing testimony to how their lives have
been changed by Christ during their time at Campus House.
Idolatry aside, there is something to the numbers.
There is something powerful about so many surrendering
to the Lordship of Christ. There is something stirring about a
packed room of worshippers on a Friday night. What God is
doing en masse paints a picture that represents the variegated
mosaic of individual students, each with their unique storyline
of what God is doing in and through their lives. As we ride
the proverbial waves, the inevitable crests and troughs of the
numbers, we will continue to praise God for each individual
Boilermaker who says “yes” to Jesus and is called to live for
His Glory.
Thank you, each of you and all of you, for providing for this
good work.

Financial Update

Samantha Liu

AWAKE

Senior, Hospitality & Tourism
Management

Attentive to God’s Work Among Us
LAST MONTH: 371 GIFTS TOTALING $80,125
NEXT MONTH’S NEED: $90,787

$0

WHERE WE ARE
$279,824

$1,089,446

2018 GENERAL FUND OVERVIEW
WHERE WE SHOULD BE
$363,149

765.743.3612
1000 WEST STATE ST.
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN 47906

“Through this community, I
have been able to further
enhance my ability to see
and hear God in the midst
of stillness. My chosen
family here has taught
and reminded me that
God is in all things; every
word, action, thought, and
emotion. This is truly a
community that knows
how to love well.”
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